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revolt runs smoothly, but sometimes slows down when there's a lot of cars on the screen. this is due to the poor
framerate, which is so bad, you can't even see the cars while you're racing. you can play the game in either

standard or high quality mode, but the game looks much better in standard. the graphics aren't amazing, but
they're decent. the character models are nice and the cars move around well. the sound is fairly decent and the
cars actually make a sound when they hit something. the control is simple, but you'll find yourself using it a lot,

especially in multiplayer. all that stuff isnt the only changes. as you play, youll start unlocking new cars, upgrades,
and weapons, but youll also have to play races to earn the right to do so. the setup of the game is simple: choose
one of the available 5-car teams and race. there are several ways to play: you can take on a computer opponent

or you can set up a race against another group of players. also, there are unlimited multiplayer races that you can
join. you can play with friends or with others online. if you like cars, this is the one for you! acclaim has just

released re-volt for the pc. the game is a racing game that includes 28 cars, 5 single-player modes, 14 tracks, 7
worlds, and multiplayer modes galore. it'll also feature combat-intense racing in battle arenas with power-ups, and
complete track editor. furthermore, there are several hidden features that can only be unlocked by taking certain
actions while playing the game, thereby guaranteeing rewards at every twist and turn. acclaim has added a few
twists to the game. first, the cars are indestructible. unlike real life broken bumpers, drained batteries, or faulty

wiring wont stop the fun. you can also arm your car with powerups ranging from bottle rockets to water balloons to
attack and slow your opponents. there are even some booby traps -- one powerup lets you drop a decoy that looks
just like the other powerups, but explodes when any car touches it. another turns your car into a ticking bomb -- if
you touch another car before it goes off they become the bomb, but take too long and youll be blown into the air

and delayed while your opponents race by.
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the game's graphics are excellent. the courses are created in such a way that the player gets the
feeling of being immersed in a real race. the courses are also well-designed. the most difficult parts
of the course are the twists and turns that require the player to use the brakes. as the game is an

open-ended game, new tracks can be downloaded from the internet. a full list of downloadable
courses is included in the readme file that is packaged with the game's files. the game does not have
a full-featured level editor. players have already created their own tracks and submitted them to the
internet. the soundtrack accompanying re-volt is one of the most enjoyable aspects of the game. the

music is very well done. the sound effects are also good. all the cars sound like their real-life
counterparts, but the sound of the player's car in particular is amazing. the sounds accompanying
the computer cars in multiplayer mode are also quite good. the only complaints i have about the
sound in the game is that the best sounds are those that aren't associated with the cars; they all

sound too quiet. the best music is that which is associated with the cars, and the game doesn't have
any music that is to my taste. so, what do you think? is re-volt the best racing game you've ever
played? be sure to read our documentation for more info on re-volt, and check out our forums for
help in getting started. if you have any questions, or want to send us your latest screenshots, just

drop us a line at admin[at]rvgl.net. thanks for visiting and good luck! if you were looking for a mobile
racing game, look no further. race against other players on the go with the revolt race sdk. use data

gathered by the sdk to track your performance and compare it to your friends. also look for
additional features in the future as we develop new features. for instance, our soon to be released

sdk will support advanced vehicle features like boost/nitrous, wheel spool-up and other race-
enhancing effects. 5ec8ef588b
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